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Kevin Kelly, founding executive of Wired Magazine, argues that technologies allow us to
“continually reinvent ourselves.”1 This quality is exactly what makes Pinterest, identified in a
2012 Engauge Power panel study as “the fastest growing website in history” an educator’s
lynchpin.2 Pinterest, a virtual pinboard described at the website’s About page as “a tool for
discovering things you love, and doing those things in real life,”3 is an evolving creation with an
essentially timeless appeal: It both supports self-exploration and also unites group narratives.
Right now, Pinterest is primarily being used by businesses to market brands and by individuals
for expression, but only a small group of educators have embraced this powerful new media.
Writing teachers, in particular freshman composition teachers, should pay attention to Pinterest.
The platform’s particular affordance of storytelling through the use of digital curation, as well as
its collaborative opportunities, not only encourages human creativity, but can promote critical
thinking, too.
Pinterest and Digital Storytelling
Pinterest’s popular appeal may be its ability to tell a story. Storytelling is a powerful
learning tool. A story can be individualized or collective; it can be about who we really are or
who we wish we could be. The Engauge Power panel study reports that 53% of Pinterest’s users
“store images of things they dream of having.”4 The Pinterest platform offers each of us a stage
on which two selves may stand: we may pin images that let us ‘audition’ who we want to be—
the owner of a cabin in Vancouver, for example—and at the same time, we may construct a
visual collage that tells a story about who we already are—the purveyor of a decrepit urban
landscape, perhaps. Pinterest’s visual stories capture human hope and possibility. Another facet
of its storytelling appeal is that creating boards gives users a sense of belonging on two different
levels: in being able to pin images from across the internet, they are part of an expansive global
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community of ideas; at the same time, the platform’s fixed format makes the pinning experience
feel exclusive. Writing teachers have encouraged their students to tell stories using a
combination of language and image long before the internet age, but Pinterest’s image capture
pin tool, coupled with its social media apparatus, remixes the storytelling experience in a
revolutionary way.
Pinterest and Critical thinking
Among the many benefits of storytelling in Pinterest is the platform’s ability to facilitate
critical thinking. According to Samuel Cohen (2011), an English professor at the University of
Missouri and the current President of the Midwest Modern Language Association, Critical
thinking practices involve “being inquisitive, evaluative, even skeptical.…Critical thinking is a
catchall term for a number of activities that add up to active, thoughtful engagement with a
subject.”5 Critical thinkers are not only attuned to what is being expressed, but they also
consider what goes unstated. They are receptive learners. Critically thinking pinners are
dialectical. They approach reading not as a consumption of meaning, but as a co-production of it.

By curating media for their boards, Pinterest users are engaging in the critical thinking
practice of evaluation. A 2012 study of tenth graders that examined the effects of using digital
storytelling in an educational setting found that storytelling does promote a variety of critical
thinking skills, including recognition of assumptions, deductions, inductions, interpretations, and
evaluation of arguments.6 Curation is a common online pastime, with 46% of all adult online
users engaging in some form of it, according to a 2012 PEW Research report.7 By tasking its
users to make evaluative choices, Pinterest promotes the critical thinking process. By using
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Pinterest to illustrate their learning, students are able to understand the critical thinking process
on more than one level.

A Case Study of Pinterest

Pinterest’s ability to facilitate critical reading practices was made plain to me recently
when I assigned the following class exercise to college freshman in my Eng101 course:

From Print Newspaper to Virtual Pin Board:
Martin Luther King Jr.’s “Letter from Birmingham Jail”
Your task is to create a Pinterest board inspired by Martin
Luther King’s “Letter from Birmingham Jail”. Pin at least
12 items. Look for images that are in some way related to
King’s rhetorical situation (text, writer, audience,
purpose, setting). The images that you pin can
•
•
•
•
•

illustrate the major ideas that King expresses
show how the letter fits in with his work on civil
liberties, human rights, etc.
express the purpose of specific passages
visually reinforce how a passage works to persuade its
audience, or
capture something important to the context (for
example, images that express cultural tensions, racial
issues, the concept of extremism), etc.

Once you have selected all of your pins and the board is
complete, you will have to add a comment to each image on
your board. The comments can be brief but should make it
clear why you chose that particular image and how you see
it relating back to King’s letter. Keep in mind that your
classmates will be commenting on your comments, so try to
keep things interesting and make the kind of observations
that can ‘keep the conversation going.’
My students’ critical thinking practices were reflected both in their pins and comments.
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One student pinner, who I’ll call “John”, selected images that captured King’s letter in a
straightforward way. His pins included several images of King, an image of Hitler designed to
symbolize intolerance, popular representations of segregation, and icons such as the peace
symbol and a picture of Jesus Christ on the cross (see Figure 1). While some critical thinking is
demonstrated in the comments that John made on his own pins, they are limited by the images
that he selected. For example, John pinned an image of the peace sign and commented, “This
picture represents Dr. King's ultimate goal and message towards the nation, which is peace
between ethnic groups.” He did not include an image that would have allowed him to comment
on how King’s goal was operationalized.

The other student pinner, who I’ll call “Mary”, selected images that demonstrated deeper
critical thinking. Her pins included comic strips featuring thinly veiled social commentary,
images of spiritual thinkers, and, most notably, a black and grey image of two circles, one with
the word “monologue” and the other with the word “dialogue”. In the comments that “Mary”
added to her image, she explained that the South was a “monologue place” and that King was
striving to “open the door” there and create a dialogue. She concluded with the statement
“Society is a dialogue not monologue.” Mary selected the pin after evaluating the word
“monologue” and “dialogue” in relation to King’s ideas.

John’s pins lacked the imagination found on Mary’s board, but they still had enormous
classroom currency: Students often question whether assessing critical thinking is simply based
on a teacher’s whim or is actually a skill that can be measured; John’s product was a concrete
example that critical thinking is not, in fact, an abstract concept. Reviewing his board allowed
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me to individualize critical thinking instruction. The exercise also gave John two different modes
in which to practice his critical thinking.

A follow-up writing activity made John and Mary’s learning a collaborative experience.
The ability to collaborate by commenting on others’ pins is another of Pinterest’s affordances. I
invited each student to reread Cohen’s definition of critical thinking, study each other’s board
carefully, and then comment on each other’s pins. Mary commented on John’s pins first.
commenting on his peace sign, Mary wrote, “I like this photo and agree that his ultimate goal
was to spread peace between ethnic groups but how did send his message across? What was
King trying to tell others? Why did he want peace in the first place?” John replied to Mary’s
comment thus: “king sent his message of peace by responding to discrimination and segregation
in a non-violent way. King was trying to tell people that the ways of the Bible work out in the
end. King taught things like turn the other cheek, this was a teaching from the Bible. He wanted
peace for a better life for himself and others.” [sic] Mary related the visual image of the peace
sign to King’s letter but then moved to the letter itself, prompting John to reflect on how King
sought to put his idea of peace into practice.

John’s reply to Mary on the peace image that he pinned, as well as his comments on her
pins, reflects both students’ critical reading skills. For example, Mary pinned an image of a child
with tears streaming down his face, describing he image as “a representation of a child crying
when they are told that they will never fit in the world. That they aren't equal to the white kids
the same age as them and they don't understand why. When reading the text about family
members getting hurt you feel that experience happening to your own family.” Mary uses the pin
to illustrate her emotional reaction to King’s letter. John’s comment, “This is a nice
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representation of the section where King introduces his personal experience with his family”,
compliments the image she has curated and lets her know that they are on the same wavelength
when it comes to King’s letter. John then asks Mary the following question: “What kind of effect
do you think this had towards most ethnic children growing up?” The question allows Mary to
draw on what she knows about children who have suffered from racism and she is able to make
new connections between King’s text and the image of the crying child:

“I think it effects their core of their mental ability because they are young and don't
understand and they are always going to think something is wrong with themselves. They can
almost go mental if they continue to become abused and being picked on. There's a book relating
this called The Bluest Eye by Toni Morrison and the manin [sic] character want to be like the
whites and have the blue eyes and was always getting picked on and abused that in the end she
really went mental and thought she had blue eyes.”

The critical thinking process is an organic and synthetic experience that is different for each
person; the visual image of the crying child coupled with John’s question cues Mary to think
analogously of Morrison’s book. In unpretentious and evocative language, Mary’s reply to John
“keeps the conversation going” in a way that can powerfully supplement in-class discussion and,
at the same time, offers an opportunity for personal reflection. The Pinterest platform helps
connect an exploration of text to an exploration of self. The pin board is not only a living part of
Mary and John’s academic selves, but it – and its critical interrogation of King’s work, becomes
a part of their social media identities as well.

This study is just one example of how Pinterest can be used in an educational setting. My
students curated images in order to tell a story about what they read and how it affects – and is
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affected by – who they are. They then shared these stories with each other and had a
conversation in which they explored why they chose the particular images that they did. In the
process, they learned a great deal, and so did I. There are many other ways to use Pinterest.
Teachers can deliver instruction with it or assign students to create smaller boards as an exercise
preceding a longer written task. Pinterest is revolutionizing the freshman composition classroom.

Figure 1: John’s Board

Figure

2.1 Mary’s Board:
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